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Having reflected on the inferior ability of beings of the last age, examined the sUIIaS and 
commentaries and the explanations of the masters and their disciples, and grasped the essential 
point forreadily-atlainable birth [in the Pure Land] for ignorant, ordinary people, [Rennyo] wrote 
numerous important letters, beginning about the first year of the KanshO era [1460]. They are 
a clear Light for the last age [matsudai no meil/!] and the sole guide for this defiled world. 

R ennyo' s spoken and written words are his 
greatest legacy-the writers of his memoirs 

afftrm this again and again. They recall what he 
said at length and in rich detail, but their highest 
praise is for his letters and their deepest gratitude 
for the teaching conveyed through them. For 
Rengo, Rennyo's seventh son, these leiters are a 
beacon, the only source of help in the last dharma
age. In Jitsugo's record, we fmd a similar evalu
ation: "Day after day we hear the golden words of 
the letters; he has given us jewels.'" And again, 
from the same source: "It should be underslOOd 
that the letters are the direct teaching of the 
Tath§gata. When we look at them, [we fmd] 
HOnen; when we hear the words, [we realize that] 
they are the direct teaching of Amida,''' 

TheLelters.' written in colloquial Japanese, 
has been compared to Martin Luther's translation 
of the Bible into the Gennan.' Both Rennyo and 
Luther (1483-1 584), virtually contemporaries, par
ticipated in religious refonnation in opposing the 
established religious institutions of their day, in 
suffering persecution, and in becoming involved in 
some way with popular uprisings of farmers.' A 
point to underscore here is that, through translation 
into the vernacular, each made readily available a 
scriptural tradition for the general populace in Iheir 
respective times and places; a second poin~ a com
monplace, is that every translation is an interpre-
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tation which adds to, as well as subtracts from, the 
words originally spoken or written. To the extent 
the latter holds true for Luther, so much more does 
it apply for Rennyo, who in authoring his letters 
reformulated and simplified Shinran's teaChing in 
his effort to communicate effectively at 3 popular 
level. 

We have seen that Rennyo's initiation into 
the Honganji branch of the Shinshu under the 
prolonged tutelage of his father and grandfather 
was, in large measure, an introduction to a Pure 
Land textual tradition. Through a process of hear
ing, walChing others copy, memorizing and recit
ing, reading, and doing his own copying, Rennyo 
internalized the meaning of a diverse body of texts: 
the three Pure Land sulIaS; the commentaries of the 
seven Pure Land maslers; the writings oC Shinran, 
Kakunyo, and Zonkaku; Pure Land texts reflecting 
popular folk religiousness; and, in particular, Anjin 
ketsujflsM. It was primarily through the medium 
of the written word that Rennyo responded to the 
major challenges of his liCe, beginning with the 
crisis years at Yoshizaki, where he wrote many oC 
his most innovative and compelling letters. Again, 
Rennyo's restoration oC the Honganji, symbolized 
by the building of the Founder's Hall at Yama
shina, was accompanied by a series of letters pre
pared especially for reading at the annual thanks
giving services. Finally, his retirement years elic-
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ited a renewed flow of literary reflection on 
Shinran's teaching in language informed largely 
by Rennyo's devotion 10 the text, Anjin ke
tsufohO. 

In this essay, we review the stages through 
which Rennyo's successors selected certain of his 
letters to serve as a canonical text,' drew on The 
Leiters as the primary source for a confessional 
statement defining orthodox Shinshu piety, and 
cited it as the fmal authority in amitrating a 
disruptive doctrinal controversy internal 10 the 
Nishi Honganji. First, however, it is necessary 10 
set Rennyo's writings in context within a Pure 
Land Buddhist movement inaugurated by a 
foundec's unique reading, undemanding, and trans
lation of received texts. 

TIlE TEACHING 

A pamphlet in English, "Brief Introduction 
to lodo Shinshu," prepared by a fonner presiding 
officer and Bishop of the Buddhist Churches of 
America, introduces Shinshu tradition as follows: 

The accepted date of the founding of this de
nomination is 1224, when the first draft of 
Shinran's most important book ''Teaching, 
Practice, Faith, and Auairunent" (Kyo Gyo 
Shin Sho) was completed.' 

Despite conflicting theories for the date of the fmal 
revision of KyOgy(JshinshO, the point stands that it 
is the writing of a text that may be seen 10 made: the 
birth of a radically new Pure Land movement, the 
10d0 Shinshu, in Japanese history; Shinran speaJcs 
of this movement as "the culmination of the 
Mahayana "1. 

Wrillen in classical Chinese, KyOgyoshin
sMis the most systematic presentation of Shinran' s 
thoughL The introduction to a recent translation of 
the fllSt two chaptecs renders a judgement with 
which many wouldagree: "[Itl stands seven hundred 
years afterits composition as a monumental classic 
of Japanese religious thought, and one of the most 
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seminal and original contributions in the long 
history of lapanese Buddhism."" Without question, 
KyOgy(JshinsM is a major religious symbol for 
participants in Shinshu tradition; nevertheless, it is 
largely unread, except by secrarian scholars and 
students of religion. Only a small section of this 
important text, the 120-line SMshingc, is included 
among the selections representing Shinran in a 
multi-volume series of Japanese literary classics." 
The KyOgy(JshinsM as a whole appears 10 have 
been judged too demanding for readers of the 
series. Together with SMshinge, the texts chosen 
as representative of Shinran are selections of his 
original compositions in Japanese: hymns and 
leIters, as well as Yuien's TannisM. It is an 
indisputable fact, however, that there is no way to 
come 10 terms intellectually and aesthetically with 
the depth, subtlety, and architeclOnic beauty of 
Shinran's thought without struggling with 
KyOgy(JshinsM's chapter on faith, known as the 
shinkan. 

Shinran's preface 10 KyOgy(JshinsM clari
fies the fundamental impoltance of the written 
word-the three Pure Land sutras and discourses 
of the two Pure Land Indian masters as well as the 
commentaries of the five masters in China and 
Japan-forthetransmissionoftheBuddha~arma 

and the realization of faith: 

I, GUlOku Shinran, disciple of Silkyamuni
how joyful I am! It is diffICult 10 meet with the 
scriptures [seilen] from India and thecommen
taries [shis~l of the maslers of China and 
Japan, but now I have been able 10 meet them. 
It is diffICult 10 hear them, but already I have 
been able 10 hear. Entrusting myself with 
reverence 10 the teaching, practice, and reali
zation that are the true essence of the Pure 
Land way, I am in particular aware of the pro
fundity of the TatMgata's benevolence. Here 
I rejoice over wha! I have heard and praise 
what I have received." 

In this passage, Shinran uses the tenn seilen, which 
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in contemporary usage has taken on the meaning 
"scripture" or, perbaps, a meaning analogous to 
"Bible" for English-speaking participants in Shin
shu tradition." However, seilen, also read shlSll:n, 
appears in only two other places in Shinran's 
writings: one, in chapter six of KylSgyllshinsM in 
a lengthy quote from Map¢ IlJmyl1lci, attributed to 
SaichlS (761-822); the other, in Shinran's ]{j(jo 

monrui jusM, in a veISe referring to H!5nen: 

Genkii [HOnen], clearly understanding the 
sacred scriptures, 
Turned compassionately to foolish people, 
both good and evil; 
Establishing in this remote land the teaching 
and realization that are the true essence of the 
Pure Umd way, 
He lIansmits "the selected Primal Vow" to us 
of the defIled world ... " 

Here again, Shinran's use of the term seilen is 
limited to the three major Pure Land sulllls and the 
discoUISeS by the Indian masters, N~lfrjuna and 
Vasubandhu. As noted earlier, he has a vivid sense 
of standing on the ground of Amida's Vow-mind, 
secured by an unbroken line of transmission of 
spoken and wriuen texts'" His entire life, as he 
says in the preface to KylSgyllshinsM, is a joyful 
response to the T~ata's benevolence in allow
ing him to encounter the scriptureS and the com
mentaries of the Pure Land masters. For Shinran, 
the Urger Su1I3 is the preeminent text. Passages 
culled from a wide range of other Mahayana 
writings, with minimal commentary of his own, 
are used to suppon what he has experienced and 
discovered through this sun. On the basis of his 
punctuation and notations of the Chinese texts for 
reading in Japanese," he is content to have the 
texts speak for themselves. For example, at the end 
of the fllSt chaplet of KylSgyllshinsM, "A CoDec
tion of Passages Revealing the True Teaching of 
the Pure wd Way," he writes: ''These passages 
give clear testimony that the Urger Su1I3 reveals 
the true teaching."" Again, in his ]{j(jo monrui 
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jw;hlt: "Assuredly this [UrgeJi sun is the true 
teaching for which the Tath!gala appeared in the 
world. It is the preeminent scripture [Ienl, rare and 
most excellent. "151 

Shinran's unique reading and utilization of 
these passages has invited criticism; a Buddhist 
scholar charges that Shinran, rather then quoting 
the passages, cbanges their meaning: 

It is difficult to recognize them as qUOl8tions; 
they are basically nothing more than original 
passages. In order to set fonh his own views, 
he borrowed passages from the sulllls, trea
tises, and commentaries that suited his own 
pwposes.'" 

Scholars engaged in the translation of the entire 
corpus of Shinran 's writings into English conclude 
their response to this criticism as follows: 

... It may be said that Shinran's readings are 
the most faithful to theoriginal-the source
meaning of the texts. He did not allet the texts 
ignoring the original meaning as some have 
charged; quite to the contrary, he read the 
source meaning of the scriptures more deeply 
and clearly than the original authors, and in 
order to bring it out, he changed the tradi
tional readings where he felt that they were 
inadequate.2I 

Underlying Shinran's translation and interpreta
tion of the passages is his confidence that Amida' s 
call has been conveyed to him through the Chinese 
texts. 

In order to develop Shinran's notion of 
written text beyond his limited but signiflC8Dt use 
of the Ietm scilen (or sMIlln), we tum to a second 
term, sMgyfJ, frequenUy translated within the 
sectarian tradition as "sacred writings" or "sacred 
scriptures." SMgyfJ occurs in three quotations 
from Chinese texts included in KylSgyiJshinsM 
and several times in Shinran's Japanese writings, 
as well as in Yuien's TannisM. 
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The Ky(Jgyijshinsb{J includes a quotation 
from Ta<H:h'o's An Ii chi (AntakushiI), a com
mentary on the Meditation Suw. 

It is said that the nembutsu of those of long 
practice may often be done in acconlance with 
the above [instructions]. In the nembutsu prac
tice of beginners, it is pennissible 10 keep 
count of the nwnber of utterances. This con
forms with the sacred scriptures [sb{JgyOJ." 

The Ky(Jgyijshinsh(J also contains a quotation 
from the Sutta Taught !Q Nignmthas (Sassha 
nikenjikyfJ), a passage describing the second of the 
five grave offenses applying 10 bodhisattvas, pra
tyekabuddhas, and shravakas as: 

slandering the three-vehicle dhanna, saying 
that it is not scripture [sh(JgyOJ, impeding [its 
spreadl , damaging [thetextsl, halting ormaking 
[their transmission] difficult, or concealing 
and obscuring them." 

In the postscript 10 Tannish(J, the author, Yuien, 
laments the confusion that may arise after his death 
in regard 10 Shilllll/l's teaching. He advises: 

When you are confused by people who dis
cuss among themselves such views as those 
noted above, carefully read the sacred writ
ings [onsh(Jgy(Jj that accord with the late 
master's thought and that he himself used 10 
read. In the sacred writings, the true and real 
and the accommodated and provisional are 
mixed. That we abandon the accommodated 
and take up the real, set aside the provisional 
and adopt the true is Shilllll/l's fundamental 
meaning. You must under no circwnSlances 
misread the sacred writings. I have selected a 
nwnber of important scriptural passages 
[sMmon] and appended them 10 this volume 
as a standard." 

Shinran also uses the tenn ky(Jten in the rraditional 
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sense of "surra" (the recorded words of the Bud
dha) in quotations from Shan-tao and from the 
NirvanB Sulnl (Nehangyd) appearing in Ky(Jgy{J
shinsM. Of particular interest is the scroll inscrip
tion in Song(J shinz(J meimon, quoting a passage 
from Vasubandhu's Treatise 01/ the Pure Land 
(RJdoron): 

Relying an the SUInls [shu-ta-ra} in which the 
manifestation of the /nUl and real virtues is 
taughtl: With I, Vasubandhu, the author of the 
treatise [ronchul, declares himself. Relying on 
the SUInls: Sulnl is an Indian tenn for the re
corded words [ky(Jten] of the Buddha, inchn
ing both the Mahayana and Hinayana teach
ings. Here, however, IIsutra'" indicates the 
Mahayana sutras, not those of the Hinayana. 
The "three scriptures [ky(Jten]" which we use 
are Mahayana sutras, and Vasubandhu'spluase 
means "depending on these three Mahayana 
sutras." 7hJe and real virtues: the sacred 
Name that embodies the Vow. Manifestation; 
form." 

As evidenced by his own wnungs and 
Yuien's record, Shinran resists any implication 
that the teaching is something of his own creation. 
He sees himself as the transmitter of what he has 
received through his master, HOnen. Convinced 
that he is incapable of aa:omplishing any good 
himself, he writes simply out of his penonaI 
experience of the salvific truth of the Tathlgata's 
benevolence, received through a textuallnldition. 
Within that tradition, the Larger Sulnl bears indis
putable witness that Arnida' s Vow-the transcen
dent-has been manifested in India in the teach
ings of Sakyamuni-the mundane. 

TEXTS AND CONTEXTS 

On the occasion of the thirty-third anniver
sary of Shilllll/l's death, Kakunyo prepared his 
H(JonkD shild, a celebration of Shinran's virtues. 
Kakunyo's perception of the core of the textual 
rradition increasingly focused on the words of 
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Shinr.m, whom he identifies as a manifestation of 
Amida Tath§gala: 

That is to say, his widespread teaching [kylJ] 
and practice [of the nembutsu; gylJ] should 
most certainly be regarded as Amida' s direct 
teaching-which, by clearly setting forth the 
pure light of wisdom, dispels the darkness of 
delusion in this defiled world, and by sprin
lding the dharma-rain in its sweetness every
where, slowly but steadily pcnncares our 
dryness, our ignorance and confusion. Realiz
ing that this is its purpose, we should entrust 
ourselves to it and revere it'" 

While the content of the Shinsbu's textual Iladition 
expands to include the writings of Kakunyo, 
Zonkaku, and Rennyo, there is increasing empha
sis on scripture as a major religious symbol for the 
Iladition. 

Kakunyo's KudensM reports an incident 
which sets in broader context Shinr.m's cryptic 
statement in Tannishi1 that he had no disciples; in 
addition, it offers further insight as to how scrip
ture was perceived. According to this account, 
Shinr.m was in disagreement with ShingyO, who 
had earlier been his disciple and to whom he had 
given an image of the Buddha and scriptures. 
When SbingyO was on the point of relUrning 10 his 
own province, having rejected Shinr.m' s teaching, 
other disciples ran 10 Shinran, saying that he 
should demand the return of the image and the 
texts. Kakunyo reports that Shinran replied: 

It would be highly inappropriate 10 lake 
back the main image and scriptures [sMgylJ]. 
The reason forlhis is that [I], Shinran, do not 
have even a single disciple. What do I teach 
that I could speak of having disciples? As we 
are all disciples of the TatMgata, we are all 
fellow practicers ... 

The image and the scriptures are com
passionate means for the benefit of all sen
tient beings .... Therefore, even if scriptures 
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in which my name was written were dis
carded in the mountains or in a field, .•. many 
sentient beings in that place might be saved 
by those scriptures and each and every one 
receive benefit from them.'" 

Shinran's single-minded devotion to Amida 
and ptude for the teaching manifested in the 
Pure Land sutras, the commentaries of the Pure 
Land masters, and the person of HOnen is redi
rected by Kakunyo to the person of Shinran as 
founder and to his writings as the authorative texts. 
In due course, the writings of both Kakunyo and 
Zonkaku, despite disownment of the latter by his 
father, were 10 be included also in the Shinshu 
scriptural corpus. 

Rennyo, as we have seen, was initiated inlO 
Shinsbu tradition largely through a process of 
intemalizing the teaching through his tireless 
copying of Pure Land texts. In a Iladition which 
rejected any notion of gaining merit through self
effort, copying texts was only to be understood in 
terms of spiritual discipline as an act of thanksgiv
ing. Rennyo takes the Shinsbu textual tradition 
very seriously indeed: in his letters, he deplores 
those priests who are barely acquainted with the 
scriprures (sMgy{)j;7ll he takes 10 task others who, 
in neglecting them, disregard the sellling of their 
own faith and fail 10 instruct their followers.'" He 
warns those responsible for presenting the teach
ing: 

When you read the scriptures, for example, or 
when you speak [even] briefly about the teach
ing, you must [first] ascertain [whether the 
listeners have, or lack, good from the past].'" 

Among the participants in our Iladition in 
various provinces, there are many who defile 
the meaning of the dharma by discussing 
eccentric teachings not prescribed in the scrip
tures designated by our founder. This is a 
situation beyond comprehension." 
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The import of our tradition is ... that for those 
who do not realize the signifJCal1ce of the one 
thought-moment of faith-even though they 
may diligently read the various scriptures and 
be widely infonoed-all is in vain." 

We should recognize ... thatall the scriptures 
have the sole intent of bringing us 10 entrust 
ourselves 10 the six characters una-mu-a-mi
da-butsu .... ' 

Each of the summer letters, written during 
Rennyo's fmal year in preparation for the annual 
seven-day thanksgiving services, underscores the 
significance of scripture in relation 10 the realiza
tion of Othec-Power faith. From the first, written 
during the latter part of the fifth month of MeiO 1 
(1498): 

Everyone has gathered here, saying that they 
have come 10 listen 10 today's scriplllreS, [but 
whal must be undelstood is that) this will be 
of no use at all unless they hear and are 
convinced, thoroughly understanding the sig
nificance of faith and holding no unsettled 
thoughts from today on." 

From the second, written during the same month: 

The purpose of reading the scriplllreS is 10 
cause [the listeners] 10 realize Othec-Power 
faith; it is done so that they will hear and 
undersland its significance and correct the 
shallowness of their own faith. This is the fun
damental intent in Buddha-dhanna. There
fore, although there is scripture [reading) 
every day, unless you make an attempt 10 
understand, your coming will amount 10 noth
ing at all." 

From the third, written during the middle of the 
sixth month of the same year. 
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The sole purpose in reading the scriplllreS is 10 
cause [those who listen] 10 realize Other
Power faith." 

From the fourth, written during the middle of the 
seventh month: 

Although I have always selected and read im
portant passages of scripture every day, not 
one person has spoken of what was impressive 
or whal was unclear in the day's scriptures; 
not a single person has come forth .... There 
are now only thirty days left for the reading of 
these scriptures. [To listen1 unconcernedly, as 
if [the reading would continue) forever, and 
without improvement in one's understanding 
most certainly [reveals] a lack of aspiration. 
Indeed, it is just as if one went 10 a mountain 
of treasure and returned empty-handed." 

Through his liwrgical use of scripture, Ren
nyo introduces members of the Shinshu commu
nity 10 an ancient Mahayana textual lIadition, 
presenting it as a vehicle for the eSlablishment and 
nurture of Other-Power faith. During his last 
summer, those who assemble at Yamashina Hon
ganji hear readings from the three Pure Uind 
sutras, in particular the Larger Sutra; recite in 
unison ShlJshinge, drawn from the heart of the 
founder's Kyi1gyiJshinshii; and listen 10 Rennyo 
read his own letters, which were phrased in tenns 
familiar 10 them. Rennyo, drawing on the Pure 
Uind textual tradition in all its richness, attempts 
10 make Shinran' s teaching available in colloquial 
tenos replete with religious symbols through which 
ordinary men and women might discover the truth 
and reality of Amida's Vow. 

A CANONICAL BOOK 

Participants in Shinshu tradition have ac
cepted without question the reverential view of 
Rennyo's letters presented in the memoirs. Here 
we fmd attributed 10 Rennyo the use of the 
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honorific fonn, o-fumi, in reference to his own 
letters. In the letters themselves, however, he uses 
the plain fonn, fumi, as evidenced in a postscript 
to a letter dated Bunmei 5 (1473).9.23, written to 
accompany a collection of his Yoshizaki letters: 

The preceding letters [fum11 are ones which I 
wrote one after another as they came to mind, 
without particular thought, from the third year 
of Bunmei [1471) to the fall of the fifth year 
(1473). There will surely be peculiarities in 
the style, and there may also be discontinuities 
between words and so forth. As this is inap
propriate, whateverthecaseadjustmentshould 
be made; but because [Rensil] bas already 
prepared the paper for this fascicle and had it 
copied, there is nothing to be done but to 
release it as it is. It should certainly not be seen 
outside [the community). It is to be kept 
simply for personal use in leisure moments." 

Rennyo's diffidence may reflect in part a hesitance 
to speak openly at a time when Yoshizaki was 
subject to severe scrutiny and possible attack. 
Several months later, however, he refers without 
pretension to this letter (fuml)," suggesting that he 
did not use the teno in any fonnal sense. 

The underlying tone of The Leiters rings 
with a note of authority, yet there is inconclusive 
evidence to suggest that, even after his retirement, 
he ever consciously sought to establish his words 
as having special status in a scriptural sense. The 
transition of fumi to o-fumi was, quite appropri
ately, the work of members of his immediate 
family and other memoir writers after his death. 
This transition, promoting Rennyo's letters as a 
scriptural basis for orthodox Shinshu teaching, is 
a minor yet not insignificant step in the Honganji's 
consolidation as a tightly structured religious order. 
His letters were to provide a new locus of authority 
assuming the force of his personal charisma. 

Ennyo (1491-1521), commissioned by his 
father, Jitsunyo (1458-1525), the ninth head priest 
of the Honganji, gathered together Rennyo' s most 
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important letters: eighty edited in five fascicles, 
four written in the summer before he died, and a 
letter giving Shinran's genealogy. The flfty-eight 
letters in the first four of the five-fascicle compi
lation were arranged in chronological order; the 
twenty-two in the fifth fascicle are undated.40 
Many of the letters most significant from an 
historical viewpoint are omitted, and even when 
such letters are included, the fact that thereis no ac
companying commentary suggests a disregard for 
their historical context, An underlying theme in 
this study is that the ahistorical attitude of tradi
tional piety was to lead eventually to a severe 
bifurcation of the transcendent and the mundane, 
with alanning consequences for Shiman' s teach-
ing. 

The five-fascicle collection of letters is a 
compilation of exceptional significance for two 
reasons: 

First, The Letters has provided a definitive 
text for inteIplCting Shiman's teaching from the 
time of Jitsunyo. An edition of the Shinshu scrip
tures, published by Nishi Honganji in 1%9, notes 
that Ennyo's compilation was made in order to 
edify unlettered men and women on essential 
points of Shinshu doctrine; that the letters con
tained in it were revered from the fIrSt as exempli
fying faith (anjin); that under the leadership of the 
head priests of the Honganji following Rennyo, 
The Letters became the standard for instruction in 
the Shinshu community; and that it was customary 
even during Rennyo's lifetime for Shinshu congre
gations to gather before an image of Amida 
Buddha and listen to readings from it. Copies of the 
five-fascicle collection were printed and widely 
distributed beginning in 1537, during the tenure of 
Sh!5nyo (1516-1554), the tenth head priest, and, 
granted the repetitiveness of many of the letters, 
the text is honored in its entirety within both the 
Nishi Honganji and the Higashi.41 

For this study, there is a second reason for 
noting the special significance of this compilation: 
the intimate relationship that exists between the 
content of many of the chronologically-dated 
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letters in the ftrst four fascicles and the social and 
political events of the years in which they were 
written. No less than forty of the fifty-eight dated 
letters were written during the fifty-month period 
that Rennyo was in the Hokurlku, and thirty-six of 
these forty were written during the most critical 
period of his stay at Yoshizaki while he was 
confronted with the dilemma of the Honganji's 
political power. Specifically, if his community 
was to survive and prosper, there was increasing 
pressure on him to take a stand on the issue of 
Honganji-related adherents becoming direcdy 
involved in the IkklI sect uprisings. It appears that 
Rennyo's vigorous Iiternry response in those criti
cal years at Yoshizaki produced a series of letters 
which, as the core materials of the canonized text, 
came to defme orthodox Shinshu piety. 

As we have seen, the forty letters written 
during Rennyo's Yoshizaki years, along with 
others not included in The Leiters, reveal remarlc
ahleinnovation inRennyo 's IrallSlation ofShinran' s 
teaching. The central place he gives to a formula
tion of the nenbutsu using the concepts anjin and 
Jci-M ittai from Anjin ketsuj{Jsh{J is new for the 
Shinshu;4> Rennyo reemphasizes and refmes his 
use of this important religious symbol for Shinshu 
thought in a period of intense literary activity in his 
last years, 1496-1498. Out of thirty-nine extant 
letters attributed to this period, six are included in 
the five-fascicle collection and four make up the 
summer letters." In addition, a number of the 
undated letters may be assigned to this period. 

A CONFESSIONAL STAlEMENT 

The Leiters and the memoirs, perhaps even 
more than Shiman' s writings, came to serve as the 
most popular devotional texts in the lives of 
members of the Honganji. Not only were Rennyo, 
and his followers, seen as exemplary of orthodox 
Shinshu piety, his written words became authori
tative for the interpretation of Shinran' s teaching. 
In part. for this reason, he has been generally 
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credited as author of a brief "Confessional State
ment," known as Ryl5gemon within the Nishi 
Honganji and as GaiJremon within the Higashi." It 
is clear that The Leiters provided the doctrinal 
framework for the statement, but there is no 
conclusive evidence that, in its present form, it was 
written by Rennyo himself." The first of the four 
passages reads: 

Casting ofT the self-power mind of the sundry 
practices and disciplines, we single-mindedly 
enlrUSt ourselves to Amida Tathlgata to save 
us [in regan! to] the birth that is to come [in the 
Pure Land], the most important matter (kondo 
no ichidaiji no gosh{} on-tasulre s{Jrae)." 

This explication of the salvific process the cast
ing off of the mind of self-power, single-minded 
trust in Amida, and the phrasing, "the birth that is 
to come, the most important matter" -is fully con
sistent with Rennyo's intexpretation of Shiman's 
teaching; the passage could well have been written 
by Rennyo. The statement continues: 

We know that at the time of the one thought
moment of enlrUSting (tsnomu ichinen), birth 
[in the Pure Land] is assured; it is settled that 
we are saved. Once [wehaverealizedl this, we 
say theName joyfully, in gratitude (Msha) for 
[Amida's] graciousness." 

The use of the term "enlrUSting" (tsnomu) to mean 
"faith" (shinjin), along with saying the Name in 
gratitude (sh{Jmy{J Mon), is a hallmark ofRennyo's 
thoughL The third passage reads: 

We gratefully acknowledge that our hearing 
and understanding these truths is [due to] the 
benevolence of the founding master in having 
appeared in this world and to that of the good 
teachers (zenchishila), his successors in the 
tnmsmission [of the teaching]. whose exhor
tations were not shallow." 
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This passage, implying that Shinran's successors 
in the office of head priest are to be foonally 
designated "good teacher.!," appears uncharacter
istic of Rennyo thought in The Letlmi. 

We recall that Shinran expressed his deep 
sense of gratiblde not only to Amida, but also to 
Slkyamuni and the seven Pure Land masters." 
Meeting H!lnen, the good teacher (yold hito), was 
the turning point in his life. Rennyo, however, uses 
the term unchishild in a more genel1l1 and less 
intimate way. For Rennyo, "the function of the 
good teacher is just to encourage people to take 
refuge in Amida single-heartedly and steadfastly."'" 
He singles out none of his predecessors in the 
Honganji, including his falber, Zonnyo, in the 
sense that Shinran referred to Hllnen; his extant 
letters do not explicitly mention Zonnyo or even 
Kakunyo, although the names of Zonnyo and 
Zonkaku are to be found in Rennyo ShOnin go
ichidai kikigsld." 

It appears, then, that the third passage of the 
confessional statement reflects a post-Rennyo 
development. Shinran' ssuccessors, the head priests 
of the Honganji, are to be acknowledged as the 
good teachers in a sense never indicated by Ren
nyo; the incumbent head priest becomes the focus 
for devotion in a way he had resisted. In a letter 
dated Bunmei 6 (1474).1.20, he remonstrates with 
some who, on pilgrimage to Yoshizaki, would 
have centered their worship on him; he tells them 
that it is better for them to worship before a stupa 
(sotoba)." 

The confessional statement concludes: 

Beyond this, we will observe the established 
norms of conduct (onokire) throughout our 
lives." 

As noted earlier, the term "norms of conduct" in its 
honorifIC form was first used by Rennyo in a letter 
dated Bunmei 7 (1475).11.21, in the context of the 
annuallhanksgiving services at Deguchi, Kawachi 
province." Rennyo sought to give greater author
ity to the regulations that he had promulgated in 
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response to the crisis at Yoshizaki, seddng to le
gitimize them by Iinlring them directly to Shinran's 
teaching. In this final passage, however, the norms 
are to be identified with the laws of the state (liM); 
Shinshu practicers of faith are duty-bound to obey 
them, and to be grateful." 

The adoption of a confessional statement 
into the liturgical liCe of the Honganji would 
appear to represent yet a further stage in the 
instibltiona1i7.ation and politicization of Shinran's 
piety. We are reminded again that Shinran had 
claimed no disciples of his own and vigorously 
denied that he could mediate salvific truth to 
nenbutsu devotoes on his own authority. Two 
centuries after Shinran, Rennyo's enumeration oC 
norms of conduct at the annual thanksgiving serv
ices came in response to issues threatening the very 
liCe of his community. After Rennyo's death, 
however, obedience to such norms became the test 
of orthodox participation in the Honganji order. 
Authority was focused in the office of the head 
priest and family council, the descendants of both 
"founders," Shinran and Rennyo. Elements of 
Rennyo's thought, abslIllCted from The LeJlmi 
without regard to the historical context in which 
they originated, were fashioned into a confessional 
statement It was important that Rennyo, the de
fmitive interpreter of Shinran' s teaching, be recog
nized as the author. The statement has continued to 
serve as a major religious symbol within the 
Shinshu." At times, it has nurtnred what is most 
sublime, as in myllkonin piety; at others, it may 
have been used to bind participants in the tradition 
to the policies of a religious order which had 
resolved the dilemma of its political power in favor 
of total accommodation to temporal authority." 

A LETIER OF ADJUDICATION 

We have reviewed a process of scripturali
zation during which a compilation of eighty of 
Rennyo's letters steadily acquired authority for lite 
lives of participants in the Honganji branch of the 
Shinshu. A selection ofletters became TheLeUers, 
a canonical text defining the teaching and extend-
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ing it to nonns of conduct deemed necessary for 
authentic participation in the tradition. A further 
stage in this process was signaled with the distri
bution of a document known as "A Lettec of Ad
judication" (Gosaidan no gosho), signed by Hon
nyo (1718-1826), nineteenth head priest in the 
Nishi Honganji lineage. This lettec is dated Bunka 
3(1806).11.6; itwas accompanied by an announce
ment (Gosaidan shinmeisM) dated one day ear
lier.'" 

These two documents render a final judge
ment on a bitter, ten-year doctrinal controversy 
known as the SangO Upheaval (ssngl1 wakuran), 
which erupted within theNishi Honganji in Kansei 
9 (1797), during the tenure of HOMYO' s predeces
sor, Monnyo." The source of the controversy, the 
"three acts" teaching, made its fIrSt clearly-stated 
appearance as early as ShOtoku 3 (1713), in adocu
ment unassumingly entitled, "Dust Specks on aJar 
by a Southern Window" (NanslJjinko), by Chikii 
(1634-1718), second head of the Gakurin." In this 
document, Chikii expounded in question-and
answer fann the teaching that ''with the awakening 
of the one thought-moment [of entrustingl, the 
cause [of birthl is completed in ordinary life" 
(ichinen hokki heizei gojd), interpreting it to mean 
that the moment of taking refuge (entrusting) 
would involve the "three [kinds of] acts," bodily, 
verbal, and mental; therefore, aspiration for birth 
would necessarily be accompanied by a physical 
manifestation of reverence and by saying the 
nenbutsu.61 

Declared orthodox by the Gakurin, the 
teaching appeared again with Gikyll (1694-1768), 
the fifth-generation head of the Gakuryll, who 
stressed that it was fully consistent with Rennyo's 
teaching;6l by the time of the sixth head, KlIzon 
(1720-1796), it had become a strong force within 
the Nishi Honganji. In HlIreki 12 (1762).2, KlIzon 
wrote a two-fascicle exposition, ''00 Taking Ref
uge Through the Aspiration for Birth" (GsnsM 
ldmyl1 ben), representative of and further strength
ening the "three acts" position." It was undoubt
edly his emphasis on the ''three acts" that gave the 
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SangO Upheaval its name." 
The doctrinal issue at stake was no less than 

the meaning of faith; in Tenmei4 (1784).3, Dairin, 
a member of the Zaiya, an unofficial scholastic 
group opposing the Gakurin, authored "A Compi
lation of Correct and False Views on Faith in the 
Shinshu" (Shinshfi anjin seigihen), criticizing 
KlIzon's position. The Gakurin responded with 
two documents, prompting a round of debate; the 
treatise that finally undermined their position was 
'The Diamond Essence oftheJodo Shinshu" (fMo 
Shinshfi kongl1/uu), completed in the tenth month 
ofKansei 9 (1797) by Daiei (1760-1804)."' Daiei 
argued that the three minds of the Primal Vow 
were unified as the one mind of entrusting (shin
gy{fJ, not as the one mind of the aspiration for birth 
(yokushl1); thus the right cause of birth is entrust
ing (or faith), not the aspiration for birth. On 
publication, the document is said to have sold out 
in three days with two hundred copies; eventually, 
close to seven hundred copies were distributed 
throughout the country." 

In Kansei 9 (1797), when Chidl!, a strong 
supporter of the "three acts" position, became head 
of the Gakurin, the argument intensified; the level 
of discord in Mino province prompted intervention 
by the shogunate;67 and in Kyllwa 3 (1803), from 
the fourth to the tenth month, both sides were 
examined in Kyoto." The investigation then moved 
to Edo, with Chidll among the representatives for 
the Gakurin, and Daiei among those for the Zaiya; 
on Bunka 2 (1805).4.26, the ssngl1 ldmyDposition 
was declared unorthodox.'" On BUDka 3 (1806).7.11, 
with a judgement by the Commission on Shrines 
and Temples Uisha bugyl1), the Sangll Upheaval 
was officially concluded.70 HOMYO'S two letters 
were issued that same year in support of the 
orthodox position.7l 

Of particular significance formE discussion 
is HOMYO'S inlelpretation of Shinran' s teaching in 
Rennyo's tenns, emphasizing Other-Power faith 
as the true essence of the Pure Land way tnmsmit
ted by Shinran. The text of the "Lettec of Adjudi
cation" is as follows:" 
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The founding master [Shinran) taught as 
fundamental that the essential point transmit
ted in our school is simply Otha-Powa faith. 
[In discussing) that faith, the [.l.aIJer] Sulnl 
expJains it as "hearing the Name and realizing 
faith and joy, even for a single thought-m()o 
ment"; 73 the Treatise [On the Pure Land) 
interprets it as "single-mindedly taking ref
uge."" Hence the master, explaining the 
Treatise's [use of the] term "single-mindedly." 
said: ." Single-mindedly' means being with
out double-mindedness and without doubt in 
regard 10 the words of the master of the 
teaching, the Worid-hooored One. This, in 
other words, is !rue and real faith."" There
fore, from the foundec on down, generation 
afta generation [of his successors) have re
ceived and transmitted this [teaching); in par
ticular, ShinsMin [Rennyo] carefully teaches 
this single path in the five-fascicle [collection 
of his] letters. 

The meaning of "faith" is that, without 
any calculation, we discard the self-powec 
mind of the sundry JlIllctices and disciplines 
and enlruSt ourselves steadfastly and single
heartedly 10 Amida Ta1Mgata 10 save us in 
[regard 10] the most imponant mauer, the birth 
that is 10 come [in the Pure Land]; and when 
one thought-moment of en!rusting is sincrze, 
Amida unfailingly sends forth his all-pervad
ing light and receives us. This, in other words, 
is the teaching established in our tradition that 
"with the awakening of the one thought
moment of enlruSling, the cause [of birth) is 
completed in ordinary life."" It must be 
undecstood that, oncefaith is decisively settled, 
the Name we say day and night. morning and 
evening, is the nenbutsu of gratitude for 
[Amida] Buddha's benevolence. Those who 
understand in this way are indeed exemplary 
of what it is 10 have realized faith fully 
according 10 our tradition. 

Recently, howevec, [some people] rlIise 
the principle of the three acts [of the Buddha 
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and of sentient beings; sangc5], which is not 
discussed in our tradition, and, prefixing "the 
necessary [manifesta1ion of"; jinen] 10 "the 
three acts." debate whetha [others] do or do 
not know the year, month, day, and hour [at 
which failh was seuIed]. Some bring [the 
misinterpretatiOIlSO[j thedeluded mind [m6jin] 
10 "the one thought-moment of taking refuge," 
or, overly-sensitive 10 others' interpretation of 
"the three acts." reject the word "enIruSL" I 
hear that there are people who are confused 
about olilec points as well; Ibis is indeed a 
lamentable situation. We are, funilermore, 
admonished in the master's teaching, "Think
ing that one can be born in the Pure Land by 
correcting one's confusion ova acts, words, 
and thoughts, and practicing good [acts) is 
'self-power."'" 

In sum, regardless of what your under
standing was previously, you must ovCl1l1m 
your evil delusions from now on and ground 
yourself in Other-Power faith, the !ruth and 
reaJity of the Primal Vow; those who do so 
will!ruly accord with the master's intention. 
Beyond that, carefully observe the laws of the 
land [6bc5] and the Jaws of the provinces 
[kokuhc5], honor the [principles of] humanity 
and justice, and continue properly in the 
dharma. You must never let go of the funda
mental intent of liIe items that have been es
tablished as stated above. 

Bunlca 3 [1806].11.6 
Honnyo, disciple of SaIcyamuni 

(wrillen seal)" 

The "Leuer of Adjudication" opens with a 
discussion of Shinran's emphasis on Other-Power 
faith, undecscoring the master's foundation in Pure 
Land texts as it explains the reaJization of that 
faith. In stressing the continuous transmission of 
the teaching, it makes a parlicularpoint ofRennyo 's 
contribution, a continuing legacy conveyed by The 
Letters. 
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the familiar style and content of Rennyo's letters 
to describe the process by which faith is settled and 
to defme the nenbutsu in terms of ~tibJde. 
Againstthisprologue, theensuing~h makes 
a clear contrast between the ''three-act" misinter
pretations and the orthodox position, undelSCOring 
the depth of the issue with a warning against "self
power" thought and practice. 

The conclusion, an admonition which again 
maws on Rennyo, gives a hint of the disruptive 
effects of the SangO Upheaval in reminding its 
readers of the two dimensions of their Iives--dle 
inner, in which they should be grounded in Other
Power faith in accord with Shinran' s teaching, and 
the outer, in which they must carry out their 
responsibilities as citizens and as members of 
society. It is significant that, following the SangO 
Upheaval, the Nishi Honganji entrusted authority 
for the determination of heresy to a body of 
scholar-priests (Kangakuryd) in an attempt to 
avoid further disputes, this one having led to such 
bitterness and divisiveness within the commu
nity." 

To sum up the significance of The Letters as 
scriPbJre in Shinshu !radition: for Shinran, the 
truth and reality of Amida's Vow, which tran
scends history, is manifested in history texbJally as 
the Larger Sutra, 

the right exposition for which the Tathlgata 
appeared in the world, the wondrous scripbJre 
[myDten] rare and most excellent, the conclu
sive and ultimate exposition of the One Ve
hicle, the precious words disclosing perfect, 
inslalllalleous fulfillment, the sincere words 
praised by all the Buddhas throughout the ten 
quarters, the true teaching [shinkyD] in con
summate readiness for the beings of this day." 

The commentarial!radition of the seven Pure Land 
masters is continuous with the Larger Sutnl in 
transmitting the truth and reality of Amida's Vow. 
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This is the teaching received by Shinran from 
HOnen and manifested in his own writings. 

Some two centuries later, Shinran is re
ported to have reappeared as Rennyo to restore the 
teaching to its former purity; following Rennyo's 
death, the five-fascicle compilation of eighty of his 
letters came to be seen as the authoritative state
ment of the teaching. With the Honganji' s further 
institutionalization as a religious order, The Let
ters provided, in the Tokugawa period, the doc
trinal basis for a confessional statement defming 
orthodox belief and practice. Again, when the 
Nishi Honganji was tom by an internal dispute 
over the proper interpretation of faith, The Letrers 
was a major source of authority for adjudicating 
the issue. 

A final note on the process of scripturaliza
tion within the Nishi Honganji: contemporary 
Shinshu scholars writing in English have appropri
ated the term "scripture(s)" (also "canonj to 
designate and delimit their ancient texbJal !radi
tion: Pure Land sulras of Indian and central Asian 
origin; commentaries by the seven Pure Land 
masters; and, in particular, the worlcs of their 
founder, Shinran, and his suceessors-Kakunyo, 
Zonkalru, and Rennyo. Following Japan's modem 
encounter with the West and the rebJrn of Christian 
missionaries in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, participants in Shinshu tradition, hoth in 
Japan and in the West, expressed the need for their 
own book of scriptures. Similarities as well as 
differences in the concept of sacred text-whether 
spoken or written-underlying the Shinshu Scrip
tures (Shinshii sciren), the Hebrew Bible, and the 
Christian Bible are suggestive for further compma
tive study of scripbJre as a generic form." 

FOOTNOTES 

I. This essay is the fltSt chapter in the third 
and fmal part (chapters 4-7) of a study on Rennyo 
(1415-1499), forthcoming as a volume in the 
Nanzan SbJdies in Asian Religions series from 
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Asian Humanities Press. The three parts of the 
study, Rennyo: The Second FOWIder of Shin 
Buddhism, are: Rcnnyo's life and though~ The 
Leiters, an annotaled translation of his eighty 
leltelS in five fascicles,known as GobunsMin the 
Nishi bIllnch of the Honganji and as Ofumi in the 
Higashi branch; and Rennyo's legacy. 

2.RennyoShllninjtokuki,inShinshUsMgytJ 
zensho (hereaftec ciled as SSZ), 3:870. 

3. ljtsugo kyiiJd, in Rennyo SMnin gyojjtsu 
(hereafter cited as RSG), 130; Rennyo SMnin 
gojchidaild JdJdgaki, SSZ 3:605. 

4. ljtsugo kyiIld, RSG, 85; Rennyo SMnin 
goichidaild Jdldgaki, SSZ 3:563. 

5. Severalessaysediled by Miriam Levering, 
Rethinldng Scripture (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 1989), infenn the discussion of 
The LeIl~1S as scripture in this essay. In particular, 
see Wilfred Cantwell Smilh' s ''The Study of 
Religion and the Study of the Bible" and "Scrip
ture as Form and Concept: Their Emergence for 
the Western World," and William A. Graham's 
"Scripture as Spoken Word." 

6. The more obvious comparison is with the 
''Epistles of St. Paul" in the Christian tradition's 
New Testament 

7. Kimura Takeo, ed., Rennyo ShiJnin ron: 
M{J hitotsu no Osaka sengoJruld (ToIcyo: PHP 
Kenkyilj{), 1983), 149. 

8. ShizulOShi SugihiIa, Shinshu scholar and 
author of an essay on the occasion of the 450th 
anniversary ofRennyo's death, uses the term "ca
nonical book": "Eighty pieces of the Ofumi were 
selecled out and compiled into five fasciculi, and 
this five fasciculi compilation of the Ofumi has 
attained the position of a canonical book of the 
sect" ("Rennyo ShOnin, !he Great Teacher of Shin 
Buddhism," The Eastem Buddhist8/l [1949]:34). 

9. Kenryu Takashi Tsuji, "Brief Introduc
tion to Jodo Shinshu," (San Francisco: Buddhist 
Churches of America, n.d.), 1. The instance cited 
here is from a pamphlet in English introducing 
Shinshu uadition in a Protestant Christian North 
American context. In such a setting, the need for 
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a religious community to have a written text is no 
doubt strongly felL It is probable that any chronol
ogy listing a dozen or so dates in Shinran' s life will 
include a significant proportion relating to the 
preparation of a text: 1205, Shinran' s copying of 
H(!nen' s Senjakushii; 1224, the earliest date for 
Ky{Jgy{JshinshlT, 1247, the granting of permission 
to others to copy Ky{JgytJshinshlT, 1248, the writ
ing of Shinran's first hymns in Japanese; 1251, 
Shinran's letters to followers in the Kanto; and 
1258, ShilUllJl's letter on jinen, frequently trans
JaIed as naturalness or spontaneity; see "A Chro
nology of Shinran' sLife," in Yoshifumi Ueda and 
Dennis Hirota, ShinnuJ: An Introduction to His 
Though~ 1989, 18. 

10. MaIl{JshiJ, SSZ 2: 658 . 
11. Shinran, The True Teaching, Practice 

SlId RealiZiltiOlI oflhePureLand Way, head trans. 
Dennis Hirota (Kyoto: Hongwanji International 
Centec, 1983), I: 21. 

12. Tabata Ojun e/ aI., cds., ShinranshiQ 
Njchirenshjj, Nihon Katen Bungaku Taikei, vol. 
82 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1969). Both an anna
taIed Japanese lranslation of Ky{JgytJshinsh{J and 
Shinran's text in classical Chinese are available in 
a volume in the Outline of Japanese Thought 
Series: Hoshino Genp(! e/ aI., cds., Shinran, vol. 
II, Nihon Shis{J Taikej (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 
1971). 

13. True Teaching, I: 58-59 (slightly 
emended); SSZ 2: 1. A concordance makes it pos
sible to trace Shinran's use of virtually any tenn 
with reference to the text of KylJgytJshinsM, SSZ 
2:1-203. See Ryiikoku Daigaku Shinshii Gakltai, 
ed., Shjnran SMnjn chosaku ylJgo sakuin: 
Ky{JgytJshinsM no bu (Kyoto: Ryiikoku Daigaku 
ShinshiiGakltai.19n). A second volurne,Ryiikoku 
Oaigaku Shinshii Gakltai, ed., ShinnuJ SMnin 
chosalcu ylJgo saJcujn: Waksn senju/su no bu 
(Kyoto: Ryiikoku Daigaku Shinshil Gakltai , 1978) 
is available for his other writings in Chinese and 
Japanese. 

14. For many years, Japanese-American 
participants in the Shinshu-Shin Buddhists-
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living in Hawaii felt the need for "an English 
Shinshu Seiten." (The terms "Shin Buddhist" and 
"Shin Buddhism" were coined by Suzuki Daisetsu 
as collatezal terms to ''Zen Buddhist" and ''Zen 
Buddhism." In this slUdy. they are used primarily 
in the context of participation in Shinshu badition 
outside of Japan, where, as in North America, 
Buddhists constitute a very small minority of the 
popuIation.)In 1950, arepresentative of the Honpa 
Honganji Mission of Hawaii visited Japan to nego
tiate for the translation and compilation of "a holy 
scriprure in English." KOshO Yamamoto, a Shin
shu priest and professor at Ryiikoku University in 
Kyoto, agreed to undertake the project. Some five 
years later, the English Shinshu Seiten Compila
tion Committee of the mission published an Eng
lish version of the Shinshu scriptures, The Shinshu 
Seiten: The Holy Scripture ofShinshu(1955; repro 
Honolulu: The Honpa Hongwanji Mission of 
Hawaii, 1961), vii-viii. The preface to the 1961 
edition, printed on the occasion of the seven
hundredth anniversary of Shinran's death begins: 
"It is now seven hundred years since Shinran 
Shonin, the foundez of Jodoshinshu, passed away 
in Kyoto. And in Kyoto the Church of Honganji 
obselved this spring, on a nationwide scale, the 
seven hundredth anniversary in memory of the 
Shonin in whose teaching we all live" (v). It is 
noteworthy that major anniversaries of the deaths 
of Shiman and Rennyo have been the occasion for 
the publication of texts. 

In 1978. a new compilation, Shinshii Sciten: 
JiJdo Shin Buddhist Teaching, was published by 
the Buddhist Churches of America, endorsed by 
the Honpa Honganji Mission of Hawaii and the 
Buddhist Churches of Canada. It included many 
new translations of the texts based on the work of 
Japanese and Japanese-American scholars. In the 
same year, the fU'Sl volume in the Shin Buddhism 
Translation Series was published; the foreword to 
Leiters of Shinran notes that the series ''will 
include all of Shinran' s wolks as well as other 
basic scriptures." In 1979, the preface to the 
second volume, Notes on 'Essentials of Faith 
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Alone, ' announced a twelve-year program "for the 
translation and publication in English of the basic 
Canons of Jodo Shinshu." 

15. Shinran, Passages on the Pure Land 
Way. head trans. Dennis Hirota (Kyoto: Hong
wanji International Center, 1982),47. 

16. TannisM, trans. by Dennis Hirota, 23. 
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the ninth month of Bunmei 5 (1473), during the 
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fascic\ewere written between Bunmei5 (1473).12.8 
and Bunmei 6 (1474).7.9, while Rennyo was still 
at Yoshizaki. The thirteen in the Ihird fascicle were 
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the simplest and most authoritative statement 
respecting Shintai and Zokutai" (377). Further, he 
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quently used to sum up Shinshu teaching: 
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to the next world, the salvation offered by 
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80. Shiruan, 7luc Teaching, I: 67-08. 
81. See essays in Miriam Levering, ed., 

Rethinking SCripture. One fonn that the Shinshu's 
textual tradition has taken in the modem period: 
the covers of some compilalions of Shinshu texts, 
printed on gilt-ildged pages, have folds to protect 
their contents. Christian missionaries in Japan 81 
the tum of the century used Bibles and p11lyer 
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(I) Shinsha sbiJgyiJ daiun, 3 vols. (1903; repro 
Tokyo: ShinkO Honten, 1906), in traditional folio 
bindings, is comprehensive in contents; 
(2) Shinsha seiten zensho (1907; repro Tokyo: 
FusanbO, 1932), in two volumes (one with Chinese 
texts and the other with Japanese), has lCa1her 
covers with folds to protect the contents on gilt
edged pages; 
(3) Sciten: liJdo Shinsha (Tokyo: Meiji Shoin, 
1919), a single volume containing major texts 
beginning with Shiruan's writings, has a leather 
cover with the inscription, Sciten, and folds to 
protect the contents on gilt-edged pages similar to 
a smaU Bible or p11lyer book; 
(4) Shinshii shiJgyiJ zensho (1941; repro Kyoto: 
Otani KobundO, 1969-1970), in five volumes with 
hard covers, is the most comprehensive in con
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(5) Shinshii seiten (1956; repro Kyoto: Nagata 
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